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Acson
Provides The Best Cooling Experience
Since 1984

Acson Malaysia is a home-grown air 
conditioning company that has been 
established since 1984. Over the three 
decades, we have been providing best 
cooling experience from normal household 
to far reaching sky scraper.

Customer needs and comforts have been 
our priorities ever since our inception. At 
Acson, we focus on delivering healthier 
lifestyles and happiest moments to our 
customers without causing harm to the 
environment.
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Private custom home life

Presentation

Acson DC Inverter Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) air conditioner Carefree is committed to tailoring an energy saving and 
comfortable living space for users by adopting the advanced DC inverter technology integrated with the innovative cutting-edge 
technology, inheriting the design concept of energy saving and environmental protection and focusing on respect for high quality.

Consistent selection of different homes

Note: For the specific model selection, see P21-22

Single apartment

Two rooms and two halls

Three rooms and two halls Four rooms and two halls Double layer villa

Model form Horse Power (HP) 3HP 3.5HP 4HP 5HP 6HP 6.5HP 7HP 8HP

ODU

DC inverter ODU 
220V~/50Hz • • • • • •

DC inverter ODU  
380V/3N-/50Hz • • • •

Model form Capacity range 
(KW) 1.8 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.2 3.6 4 4.5 5 5.6 6 3 7.1 8 9 10 11.2 12.5 14 16

IDU

Ultra-thin ceiling concealed  
A5VCC-V • • • • • • • • • • •

Standard ceiling concealed  
A5VCC-V • • • • • • •

Ceiling cassette  
A5VCK-V • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Wall mounted A5VWM-W • • • • • •
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High-efficiency DC inverter compressor

Advanced vector inverter control technology

Excellent energy efficiency

Dual rotor balance design

The rotor motor adopts the strong neodymium magnet to produce a powerful permanent magnetic field, enhancing the compression 
torque greatly and ensuring that the compressor operates efficiently. 
Tooth-shaped optimized design for the stator core: The CAE software optimizes the shape of stator core by analyzing the core field 
to improve the motor performance.

The brand-new DC inverter controller generates a smooth 180° sinusoidal voltage waveform, enabling the stator coil of the 
compressor to constantly form a steady rotating magnetic field, always running stably from low speed to high speed, and reducing 
the compressor vibration and noise effectively.

Acson Carefree series showcase excellent energy efficiency and 
Integrated Part Load. Combine with its flexibility, Acson Carefree 
Series is the best choice for application with limited spaces yet 
demand the best efficiency.

High-efficiency DC inverter compressor
Sectional view of the compressor Strong neodymium  

magnet
Ordinary  
magnet

Dual rotor compressor cylinder

The eccentric parts of the crankshaft 
mutually form 180° to offset vibration. 
During operation, they always remain 
in symmetric and balanced status to 
reduce vibration and enhance more 
stable and quiet operation. 

The rotor operation and 
high/low pressure seal 
of the cylinder adopt 
rolling + sliding design 
to reduce cylinder wear 
and prolong the service 
life of compressor.

180° symmetric

Top cylinder

Bottom 
cylinder

Permanent- 
magnet rotor

IPLV(C)

Energy  
efficiency

Note: Single-phase motor type: 3-6.5HP;  
Three-phase motor type: 5-8HP

Analysis of the  
magnetic field of core
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High-efficiency heat exchanger 

Stepless energy regulation
Special supercooling device-
Multifunctional reservoir

Electronic expansion valve +  
Bypass technology

Two stage oil separation  
technology

The heat exchanger that used in Acson Carefree featured one of our latest design, coated with blue hydrophilic layer. We also adopt the 
7.94 mm inner groove copper tube, enabling refrigerant able to be transfer faster. All in all, you have a high efficiency yet robust heat 
exchanger.

After the air conditioner is powered on, the unit implements con-
tinuous stepless regulation, wide capacity regulation range and 
output as needed in the real sense, saving more electricity fee 
for the user.

Capacity output percentage%

Actual capacity need%

480-step precision  
electronic expansion valve

Exhaust

Suction

Compressor

A5VR DC Inverter 
Variable Refrigerant

The unit is set with a special supercooling device. Refrigerant 
is imported into the special supercooling device after being 
condensed through the outdoor heat exchanger of the system, 
and then further heat exchange and separation is performed 
for refrigerant to enhance the supercooling degree of the 
system, thus improving the unit capacity

All the ODUs use the throttling mode of electronic expansion 
valve to control the refrigerant flow rate accurately by controlling 
opening of the electronic expansion valve and realize more 
accurate regulation. Meanwhile, the mode works together with 
the bypass technology to ensure the system stability in the cold 
and hot environments.

The compressor supports the high-efficiency oil separation 
function to separate oil for the first time in the exhaust chamber, 
and provides an oil separator in the exhaust pipeline to separate 
oil for the second time, thus bringing better oil separation effect 
and ensuring that the system operates more stably and reliably.

New heat  
exchanger fin

Efficient internal thread pipe

Platinum foil  
substrate

Hydrophilic aluminum fin

Hydrophilic layer

Anti-corrosion layer

Heat exchange efficiency  
improved by 27.6%

Low pressure  
loss fin

Conventional fin

Level 2 oil separation

Level 1 oil separation

Filter

Refrigerant 
gas (with  
little oil)

Refrigerant gas  
(with minimum oil)
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Stable and accurate temperature control

Brand-new M-Touch touch-screen wired controller  
to make intelligent management easier

Creative dual temperature sensor  
design to realize more accurate control

Brand-new M-Touch touch-screen wired controller and menu type LCD  
display can be easily understood and operated

Compressor output

Time

Temperature
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Start Operation time

Rapid cooling
The unit provides complete temperature and pressure sensors to 
implement stepless capacity regulation continuously and stably 
according to the indoor load demand. The unique dynamic load 
forecast function and uninterrupted tracking technology cooperate 
with accurate regulation of the electronic expansion valve to 
realize rapid response and even air supply, and the temperature 
control precision can reach 0.5°C.

The Acson Carefree series provide dual room temperature 
sensors to set a temperature monitoring point at each of the 
IDU return air inlets and wired controllers. Users can select 
one according to the actual conditions to judge the indoor 
ambient temperature.

< The wired controller has the temperature sensing function. The temperature 
sensing probe set on the back can sense the actual ambient temperature of the 
current room.

< When the air conditioner is operating, the display such as light green/red 
background operation is available at the lower right part of the wired controller, 
and the wired controller location can be identified clearly during operation at night.

< The set temperature and actual indoor temperature can be queried at will to know 
the current room temperature clearly so that the user can learn more information.

<The standard wired controller is configured with a built-in remote control receiving 
device to implement remote control easily or set operation of the air conditioner 
during wire control.

Room temperature fluctuation of Carefree DC inverter system: ±0.5°C

Room temperature fluctuation of conventional household air conditioning system: ±2°C

After the air conditioner is started, the compressor operates 
in large capacity according to the actual ambient temperature 
and the temperature set by the user to ensure that the indoor 
temperature reaches the set value in a short time and meet the 
heating or cooling requirement of the user. 

Too hot

Too cold

Very  
comfortable

Large temperature 
difference = 2°C

Reaching the set temperature rapidly

Indoor temperature 
Set temperature

Built-in remote control  
receiving device Operation 

background lamp

Sensing the room 
temperature

Small temperature  
difference = 0.5°C
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ROHS compliance

Using the R410A environmentally friendly refrigerant

Advanced silent and noise reduction technologies

Snooze mode and full snooze mode (optional)

Acson Carefree series did not use hazardous materials such as lead, mercury, cadmium hexavalent chromium, poly brominated diphenvl 
ethers, and polybrominated bipenyl. Both performance and environmental responsibilities has always been one of our priorities.

R410A refrigerant shows the strengths 
such as steadiness, non-toxicity and 
excellent performance. As it does not 
contain chlorine, it does not cause any 
damage to the ozone layer and has 
excellent cooling performance. It is 
recognized by the state and harmless to 
the environment and human body.

The fan blade edge is optimized and 
designed in the scroll streamline type to 
effectively resist the vibration caused by 
the air flow and reduces the pressure loss.

The special annular wind guide gri l le 
reduces the turbulent flow of air suction and 
discharge to promote discharge of the heat 
exchange air flow and reduce noises of the 
air flow.

Each compressor is covered with five layers 
of sound-absorbing materials to reduce 
noises generated during operation of the 
compressor. 

The ODU sheet metal shell adopts the 
reinforcing rib design to increase the 
strength of sheet metal, and the sound 
absorbing material 10 mm thick is attached 
around the internal sheet metal to absorb 
internal noises of the unit effectively.

The compressor adopts the dual rotor 
balance design to always remain in the 
symmetric and balanced status during 
low and high speed operation and reduce 
vibration and noises efficiently.

The entire pipeline system is optimized to 
avoid the pipeline vibration and resonance 
generated during operation of the air 
conditioner and decrease the vibration 
and noises of pipeline. 

Sometimes the silent of the night can be easily disturbed by the noisy outdoor unit. Acson carefree series can be turn on during night time 
and turn off automatically after 9 hours. When the unit is operating in this mode, the noise level can be lower until 44 dB(A). This mode 
can also be activated when the load is low, as such the unit will operate in the energy saving and silent status all the time.
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New vortex fan blade New air outlet grille

Multi-layer sound insulation design  
for the compressor

Surround sound absorption design

Symmetric and balanced design

Optimized pipeline

9 hours

Reduced noises
Night silent mode started Night silent mode ends

Stimulation of the skin and eyes, pulmonary edema,  
movement disorder, etc.

Disturbance of thyroid hormone, malformation, etc.

Disturbance of thyroid hormone, dioxin-like toxicity, etc.

Limb paralysis, anemia, faint, headache, pain attack, etc.

Harm to skin, bronchitis, renal dysfunction, liver cancer, etc.

Stimulation of the eyes, weakness, emphysema,  
renal dysfunction, faint, pain attack, etc.

 
Specific hazardous 
substances in the  
RoHS instruction
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Automatic startup after power restoration
In case of unexpected power failure of the air conditioning system, the system automatically records the operating mode prior to the 
power failure. After the power supply is resumed, the system automatically restores to the operating state prior to the power failure.

Simple wire connection and automatic addressing

Compact design to save space Intelligent model selection software

Communication between IDU and ODU adopts 
no-polarity connection to make wire connection 
easier. Meanwhile, the unit has the automatic 
addressing function and can realize intelligent 
numbering for IDUs quickly to faci l i tate 
debugging and operation and avoid the 
communication failure arising from DIP error.

The ultra-thin design for ODU increases the space utilization. 
Pipes can be connected from the front, side or back of the unit, 
making installation more flexible and convenient.

Note: The size of 4/5/6HP unit is taken as an example.

Acson Variable Refrigerant unit selection and CAD design 
software can perform standardized and simplified operations of 
the whole design process to improve the design efficiency greatly 
and save the design time. Moreover, the load can be calculated 
accurately to avoid investment waste caused by defective design.

Memory storage  
for unexpected  
power failure

Automatic restart 
after power supply 

connection
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Free and open universal ModBus communication protocol

Refrigerant recovery

Multilevel protection technology

Fast troubleshooting Wide operation range and strong  
cooling

The standard configuration of RS485 building communication interface for Acson Carefree and ModBus communication protocol of free 
and open standard enable convenient and direct access to the building system.

When the IDU, ODU or pipeline link needs to be maintained, refrigerant is recovered through operation of the unit to reduce the waste of 
refrigerant and lower the user's maintenance cost.

The ODU adopts the high/low pressure sensor, high voltage switch and built-in current monitor to monitor the system voltage and current 
in real time, thus controlling operation of the air conditioning system more accurately and realizing more stable operation.

The IDU and ODU are configured with the LCD controller and 
4-digit (seven-segment) digital display tube respectively to locate 
and eliminate failures rapidly. When a system failure occurs, the 
IDU and ODU displays the failure code through the LCD screen 
and digital display tube automatically, and the service personnel 
can judge the failure accurately according to the code and speed 
up repair.

The unit adopts the advanced DC inverter technology and has 
undergone strict matching and test. During the high temperature 
weather of 46°C, the unit can perform strong cooling to ensure 
comfortable life for the user.

Refrigerant recovery of IDU Refrigerant recovery of ODU

BAS building automation

ODU  
failure 

In case of 
IDU failure 

Reliability and convenience
guaranteed
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Independent controller

Wired controller

Wireless controller

GS01 wireless controller 

Fashionable appearance
Ultra-thin size
Multiple colors available
Built-in temperature sensing probe 
Built-in remote control receiving 
device

 Operation/stop, temperature setting

 Filter cleaning reminder

 Control function of auxiliary heater

 Mode setting

 IDU address display

 Temperature unit setting

 Indoor temperature display

 Clock setting

 Failure code display

 Timed power-on/off

 Automatic startup after power 

restoration

 Keyboard locking and unlocking

Simple and easily understood buttons
Simple and easily understood operations
LCD function
Wired controller for remote control

Water blue

M-Touch touch-screen wired controller MC321

Acson provides a big variety of independent controllers, including fashionable touch-screen wired controllers and practical and nice-
looking wireless remote controllers. All of them can help you easily control the air conditioning unit and bring you more convenient and 
comfortable life with easy operations. 
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Centralized control

Centralized wired controller AC-HMI323A

Remote centralized monitoring AC-CCS101A

Intelligent home building control

Centralized wired controller

The centralized controller controls the IDU directly The centralized controller and wired controller  
control the DU at the same time

Touch-screen  
wired controller

Touch-screen  
wired controller

Touch-screen  
wired controller

Centralized wired  
controller

 Temperature unit setting

 Indoor temperature query

 Upper ad lower temperature  

limit setting

 7 Days Programmable Timer

 Single control/multi-control/group control

 Monitoring and setting the IDU 

temperature

 Forced power-off function of the system

 Grouping and timing

 Monitoring and setting the 

wind speed

 Failure history and prompt

 Monitoring and setting the operating mode

 IDU locking

 Filter cleaning reminder

Acson provides a lot of centralized control solutions to implement intelligent control of home life.

Single or group centralized control can be implemented for a maximum of 64 IDUs at the same time (e.g., switch, mode 
setting, wind speed, and timer). The following special control functions can be realized at the same time:

The system can perform centralized remote monitoring on multiple IDUs and ODUs. A computer can be connected to a centralized 
control converter to perform network control on up to 192 ODUs and 3072 IDUs.

The smart home system is accessed through the ModBus protocol to implement linkage control of the air conditioner and the household 
equipment (e.g., TV set, lighting, stereo system and automatic doors and windows).

Smart home ODU

Centralized  
control converter

Computer

ODU IDU IDU IDU

USB password key

A m
axim

um
 

 of 192 O
D

U
s

Number of ODUs ≤ 32
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Abundant IDUs

Ultra-thin Ceiling Concealed IDU A5VCC-V

Model: A5VCC022V~A5VCC071V
Nominal cooling capacity: 2200W~7100W

Ultra-thin concealed design Flexible air return mode

Integrated design

With the thickness of 199 mm, the unit can flexibly apply to 
narrow and small installation environment, thus creating a 
larger comfortable space.

The standard unit adopts the back air return mode, which can be 
converted to bottom air return by moving a movable plate on the 
installation site. The back air return mode is superior to the bottom 
air return mode in noises.

Back air return
Movable plate

Bottom air 
return

The unit provides the built-in electronic expansion valve and the 
condensate water lifting pump with the head being 700 mm to 
save more ceiling height and enable smoother drainage.

Dehumidifying 
operation

Automatic 
failure 

 detection

Wireless 
remote 
control 

(optional)

Air volume 
regulation

Anti-
leakage 

drain pan

Automatic 
startup 

after power 
restoration 
 (optional)

Introduction 
of outdoor  
fresh air

Timed 
power-
on/off

Note: The 1200 mm condensate water pump is optional.
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Standard Ceiling Concealed IDU A5VCC-V

Model: A5VCC080V~A5VCC160V
Nominal cooling capacity: 2200W~16000W

Dehumidifying 
operation

Automatic 
failure 

 detection

Wireless 
remote 
control 

(optional)

Air volume 
regulation

Anti-
leakage 

drain pan

Automatic 
startup 

after power 
restoration 
 (optional)

Introduction 
of outdoor  
fresh air

Timed 
power-on/

off

Silence and low noise

Onsite regulation for multiple static pressures

The IDU adopts the centrifugal double-suction fan featuring high-efficiency wide-impeller and forward-curved 
multi-blade to implement low speed, large air volume and low noise.

The IDU is configured with multiple external static pressures based on cooling capacity to flexibly set air ducts 
at different air supply distances. Static pressures can be converted by changing motor wire connection to easily 
meet air supply requirements in different situations.
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Ceiling Cassette IDU A5VCK-V

Model: A5VCK028V~A5VCK140V
Nominal cooling capacity: 2800W~14000W

Dehumidifying 
operation

Automatic 
failure 

 detection

Wireless 
remote 
control 

(optional)

Automatic 
swing

Anti-leakage 
filter screen

Anti-leakage 
drain pan

Automatic 
startup 

after power 
restoration 
 (optional)

Timed 
power-on/

off

Milky white panel and streamlined design
Wider air supply range for more  
even temperature distribution

Smooth drainage

Fresh air design

Introduction of fresh air

This IDU adopts the milky white panel and streamlined design to 
guarantee that the ceiling around the unit is clean.

The brand-new surrounding air supply design can greatly expand 
the air supply range and supply soft air everywhere in the room.

The standard unit is configured with the condensate water lifting 
pump with the head being 700 mm to facilitate setting of drain 
pipes greatly.

The standard configuration of the unit provides the long acting 
dust filter screen. Meanwhile, the fresh activated-carbon filter 
assembly is optional to filter dust particles from the air efficiently 
and remove the peculiar smell and odor. The filter screen can be 
removed and cleaned conveniently to keep the indoor air clean.

The unit is configured with a reserved fresh air inlet hole to 
introduce outdoor fresh air to the room and ensure a natural 
environment for the user.

Note: The 1200 mm condensate water pump is optional.

Air outlet size of the 
original model

Air outlet size of the 
optimized model

Abundant IDUs
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Wall Mounted IDU A5VWM-W

Model: A5VWM022W~A5VWM071W
Nominal cooling capacity: 2200W~7100W

Dehumidifying 
operation

Automatic 
failure 

 detection

Wireless 
remote 
control 

(optional)

Air volume 
regulation

Anti-leakage 
drain pan

Automatic 
startup 

after power 
restoration 
 (optional)

Timed power-
on/off

Ultra-thin body design Simple and flexible installation

Long acting filter screen of 
standard configuration

Swing design

Super silent design

The unit is only 205 mm in thickness. The beautiful appearance of 
the unit improves the indoor decorative style.

Swing up and down Right pipe
Right bottom pipe

Right rear pipe

Left rear pipe

Left pipe

Left bottom pipe

The unit can be easily installed with built-in electronic expansion 
valves. The connection direction of refrigerant pipes can be 
flexibly selected as actually required.

The unit is configured with the long acting filter screen to maintain 
the good air quality indoors; all the maintenance operations 
can be performed in the front, and the horizontal baffle can be 
removed and cleaned easily.

Guide blades can automatically swing up and down to achieve the 
good air supply status. The peak air supply mode can also be set 
by remote control to supply comfortable air everywhere in the room.

The low-noise motor enables the unit to run stably. The silent 
tubular fans give you a silent environment all the time.
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Multiple features need to be considered for unit design and application. The following content briefs the unit capacity configuration, long pipe, 
power distribution and installation to meet general design and application requirements.

IDU/ODU capacity configuration coefficient: 50% to 130%

Note: When the IDU/ODU cooling capacity exceeding coefficient is greater than 120%, the maximum equivalent piping length of the unit must be less than 35 m.

Note: The user can select the corresponding power cord according to the maximum operating current value. For more connection modes, refer to the 
installation manual.

Note: When the maximum pipe length of A5VR050/060DR 
model is greater than 50 m,  
the air pipe used between the ODU and the first branch 
connector should be 19.05.

The total pipe length for the IDU and ODU is 120 m.
The maximum height difference between IDU and ODU 
is 20 m.
The maximum equivalent pipe length between the IDU 
and ODU is 85 m.
The maximum height difference between IDUs is 15 m.

Bedroom

Bedroom

Bedroom

Bedroom

Bedroom

Living room

Kitchen

Bathroom

Bathroom

Unit model

Unit model A5VR030DRM

A5VR030DRM A5VR035DRM A5VR040DRM A5VR050DRM A5VR060DRM A5VR065DRM A5VR070DRM A5VR080DRM

A5VR035DRM A5VR040DRM A5VR050DRM A5VR060DRM A5VR065DRM A5VR050DRM(3) A5VR060DRM A5VR070DRM A5VR080DRM

Max number of IDUs connected

Power supply

Max operating current (A)

Number of power cords

Power cord specification of ODU

System connection

Long pipe design

Power distribution coefficient

M
ax. drop betw

een ID
U

s

M
ax. drop betw

een O
D

U
s
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Note: The above selected branch pipe models are recommended models, which can be adjusted according to the site installation conditions in the actual application.

Note: 
Installation method A: make sure that the distance between the unit and the wall: ≥ 120 mm
Installation method B: make sure that the distance between the unit and the wall is ≥ 150 mm, and the distances between the two sides and walls are ≥ 450 mm 
and ≥ 200 mm respectively. For more specific installation methods, see the installation manual attached to the unit.

Method A
Method B

ODU capacity

Model

Pipe Specifications Specification diameter 
(mm)

The first branch pipe Other branch pipe 
models

Liquid pipe

Air pipe
Total capacity X of 
IDUs connected to 

the pipe

The first branch pipe Other branch pipes

Selection of pipes and branch pipes

ODU dimensions

Space requirements for ODU installation

A5VR030/035DRM
A5VR040/050/060DRM
A5VR065/070/080DRM

A5VR030/035DRM A5VR040/050/060/065/070/080DRM
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Single 
apartment

Two rooms 
and two 
halls

Three 
rooms and 
two halls

Our living space not only highlights personality and taste, but also shows ideal combination of air with comfort degree. Acson creates exclusive enjoyment of life 
for you wholeheartedly. The same comfort is ensured for different types of rooms. Acson Carefree tailors a high-quality air conditioning solution for your house.

The owner is an urban white-collar worker with 
elegant temperament. Due to influence by the 
fast pace of modern life, she attaches more 
importance to fast cooling of air conditioner.
Once the unit start operating, the Carefree unit 
can bring the indoor environment to the set 
temperature in a short time according to actual 
ambient temperature and the temperature set by 
the user and meet the cooling demand quickly.

The owner belongs to the post-80s generation. 
After learning that the household central air 
conditioner has the superior performance 
such as high-grade appearance, quietness, 
comfort and energy saving in comparison to 
the split air conditioner, he decisively selected 
the household central air conditioner. The 
Carefree series use the environmentally 
friendly refrigerant R410A, coupled with a high 
efficiency system. In a nutshell, Acson Carefree 
provide the best comfort and operation cost 
solution.

To create a quiet and comfortable living and learning environment for the 
home, the owner selected a set of Carefree series household central air 
conditioner with diversified selection of IDU types. Compact IDU is chosen 
because it is easier to concealed compare to standard unit. The house will 
look more spacious and elegant. The addition of touch screen controller will 
be easily match with any modern interior design.

Family: single
Apartment type:  
One room and two halls
Building area: 50 m2)

Family: Couple
Apartment type: Two 
rooms and two halls
Building area: 88 m2)

Fami ly:  Happy and 
well-off family
Apartment type: Three 
rooms and two halls
Building area: 120 m2)

ODU type

ODU type

ODU type

Room type

Room type

Room type

Guest dining room

Master bedroom

Master bedroom

Balcony

Bathroom

Ba
th

ro
om

Dining room

Dining room

Kitchen

Living room

Living room

Living room

Bedroom

Bedroom

Bedroom

Master 
bedroom

Secondary 
bedroom

Study room

Study room

Room area m2

Room area m2

Room area m2

IDU model

IDU model

IDU model

Qty

Qty

Qty

Fast model selection solution

A5VR030DRM

A5VR040DRM

A5VR060DRM
&

A5VR060DRM(3)

A5VCK045V
A5VCK028V

A5VCK036V
A5VCK036V
A5VCK022V

A5VCK022V

A5VCK028V
A5VCK028V

A5VCK022V

A5VCK022V
A5VCK028V
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Four rooms 
and two 
halls

Double  
layer villa

A wealthy and well off family, with the bread 
winner want nothing but the best thing for 
his/her family. Acson Carefree is just the 
thing, with temperature fluctuation just as 
low as +- 0.5C. The comfort level of the 
household can be easily maintain.

For families that can afford touches of luxury. Demand for an air conditioning 
system is more sophisticated. For one, the load might fluctuate more frequent 
due to the extravagant lifestyle. Acson carefree is built for it, with the state 
of art DC inverter technology. It can cater such fluctuation and control it 
accurately.

Family: 6 persons 
household
Apartment type: Four 
rooms and two halls
Building area: 160 m2)

Family: 6 persons household 
with touch of luxury
Apartment type: Two-storey villa
Building area: 250 m2)

ODU type

ODU type

Room type

Room type

Master bedroom

Children's room

Elder's room

Living 
balcony 

Balcony Bedroom

Main 
bathroom

Secondary 
bathroom

Bathroom

Dining room

Dining room

Th
e 

fir
st

 fl
oo

r
Th

e 
se

co
nd

 fl
oo

r

Sitting room

Bar
Master  

bedroom

Entertainment  
room

Kitchen

Kitchen
Bar

The first floor

The second floor

Living room

Living room

Dining room

Sitting room

Entertainment 
room

Enclosed balcony

Bedroom

Bedroom

Master 
bedroom

M
aster bedroom

Children's room

Elder's roomChildren's play 
area

Balcony Dining room

Bedroom

Study room

Study room

Study room

Study room

Room area m2

Room area m2

IDU model

IDU model

Qty

Qty

A5VR070DRM

A5VCC045V

A5VCK028V
A5VCK036V
A5VCK028V
A5VCK045V
A5VCK036V
A5VCK028V
A5VCK022V
A5VCK022V

A5VCC028V
A5VCC036V
A5VCC028V
A5VCC028V
A5VCC022V

A5VR050DRM
&

A5VR050DRM(3)

A5VR040DRM
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Authorized Dealer : 

Products manufactured in an ISO certified facility.
This document contains the most current product information as of this printing.
For the most up-to-date product information, please logon to www.acson.com.my

Acson Malaysia Sales & Service Sdn Bhd (129688-D)

Lot 4, Lorong 19/1A, Seksyen 19, 46300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, MALAYSIA.
Pilot Line : + 603 7964 8200     Customer Service Careline : + 603 7964 8388
Fax : + 603 7956 9907 / 9

Sabah
Sarawak
Pahang

:
:
:

+6088 420 205
+6082 344 128
+609 517 8696 / 7

Penang
Melaka
Johor

:
:
:

+604 537 7176 / 7
+606 292 6196 / 7
+607 355 1599 / 9331

Kelantan
Perak

:
:

+609 773 3688
+605 312 9828
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